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Abstract
Electrans above liquid heliurn forrn a 2 dirnensional electron gas (2DEG). Present research
concentrates on electric transport in the 2DEG in a rnagnetic field. The electric adrnittance
of the 2DEG rneasured at audio frequencies is observed to oscillate as a function of rnagnetic
field at strong rnagnetic fields. The oscillations can be attributed to the propagation of low
frequency voltage edge waves.
During formation of these edge waves a minimum in the phase as a function of rnagnetic
field occurs. The rneasured field at which this minimum occurs shifts with the electron
density and the excitation frequency, as predicted in numerical sirnulations. The minimum
used to be contributed toa negative rnagneto resistance, caused by weak localization effects,
which is probably not correct.
The frequency and density dependenee of the dispersion relation of the high field edge
waves has been researched. It is not possible yet to conclude upon the exact forrn of this
relation. There are several theoretica! rnodels for this relation, none of which have been
experirnentally confirrned. The only way to deterrnine which model is correct is to exarnine
the ternperature dependenee of the dispersion relation. For this purpose a dedicated pump
has been connected to the systern using a big rnetal tube, which enables rneasurernents at
ternperatures down to 1.50 K.
Experirnents have been perforrned, but it is not possible to conclude u pon the ternperature
dependenee of the dispersion relation, lower ternperatures are needed.
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1

Introduetion
Electrans above liquid heliurn (4He) are attracted to the surface by polarization of the heliurn
atorns. A potential barrier prevents the electrans frorn entering the helium, and thus bound
states exist. Experirnents are always perforrned at ternperatures below T,\=2.17 K, so that
most electrans are in the lowest bound state for the vertical direction. Free movement is then
only allowed in the horizontal plane. Thus the electrans forrn a 2 dirnensional electron gas
(which will be abbreviated as 2DEG).
The current research in the Low Ternperature Group concentrates on electric transport in
the 2DEG in a rnagnetic field perpendicular to the surface. This transport is influenced by two
rnechanisrns, the scattering of electrans by atorns frorn the heliurn vapor (important above
1 K), and the scattering by 0 therrnal excitations of the heliurn surface, so-called ripplons
(important below 0.8 K). For the experirnents, which go frorn 1.5 to 2.1 K, only electron-vapor
interaction is important, and this lirnits the electron rnobility top "' 10 rn 2 /Vs.
Because the electron density is lirnited by the stability of the heliurn surface to about
1·10 13 rn- 2 , the 20EG behaves as a classic, nondegenera te electron gas. This is different frorn
the 2DEGs found in semiconductors (MOSFET and heterojunctions), where large densities
are easily obtained, and where quanturn effects play an important role. Furtherrnore the
electric transportisnot dorninated by scattering on irnpurities, so the 2DEG on liquid heliurn
can be seen as an (alrnost) perfect systern for research on 20 electric transport.
To rneasure the parameters of the 20EG, AC techniques are necessary. This is usually
done by capacitively coupling the 20EG to electrades subrnerged below the heliurn surface.
Srnall AC voltages are applied to one electrode, and the induced currents in the 20EG can
be detected by the other electrodes.
For higher rnagnetic fields (pB ~ 1), excitations in the 20EG tend to propagate exclusively along the edge. These edge waves (also called edge rnagneto plasrnons) were already
well known at high excitation frequencies, but were recently also discovered in experirnents
at audio frequencies [1]. After calculations on the dynarnic response of the 20EG, using a
20 transmission line model with an inhornogeneous edge [2], experirnents were necessary.
The subject of this thesis will hence be the formation of the edge waves, and their dispersion
relation, for which there is noproven theory yet.
Chapter 2 looks at the theory that is needed to understand the systern, after which the
set-up used in the experirnents is treated in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the results of the
experirnents that were done, and finallyin chapter 5 I will give sorne conclusions on the
work.
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The two dimensional electron gas on
liquid helium
In the first section (2.1) a general overview of the 2 dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) on liquid helium is given, 2.2 gives the Drude model for electrical
transport in a 2DEG, 2.3 treats a more actvaneed model for electrical transport,
which includes the quanturn corrections that are necessary for higher fields, 2.4
discusses the 2 dimensional transmission line model that describes the dynamic
response of the 2DEG and 2.5 looks at the edge waves that are observed, and
what is known to date about their dispersion relation.

2.1

The 2DEG

If brought near a liquid helium (4 He) surface, electrans polarize positive charges in the
helium, and this way undergo an attractive force to the helium surface. A potential harrier
("" 1 eV high) caused by the Pauli-exclusion principle prevents the electrans from entering
the helium. In this potential-well bound states are formed, and for the temperatures used
in the experiments, below T,\ = 2.17 K, the lambda point of 4 He, most of the electrans are in
the ground state (the distance to the next bound level is .6. ~ 0.5mev= 5.6 K). Because the
z-state of the electrans is fixed, there is only free movement in the x and y-directions. The
electrans thus form a 2 dimensional gas.
If the electron density gets too high, the helium surface becomes unstable and the electrans break through. This way the density is limited to about 2 · 1013 m- 2 . Because of
these relatively low densities, the electrans form a classica!, non-degenerate gas, which
means that because the Fermi-energy EF/k 8 ~ 10 mK ~ T for even the highest densities,
the Fermi-Dirac energy distribution function can be replaced by the Boltzmann-Maxwell
distribution.

2.2

The Drude electrical transport model

The present research is mainly concentrated on electrical transport in 2DEGs in a perpendicular magnetic field. The electrical transport of the electrans is influenced by two mechanisms:
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scattering due to helium gas atoms and interaction with ripplons. Electron-electron interaction becomes notabie only for densities higher than"' 5·10 11 m- 2 at temperatures below 1 K
[3]. Above 1 K only the scattering by va por atoms is important. The scattering by ripplons,
quantized thermal excitations of the helium surface, becomes dominant below 0.8 K, because the va por pressure will decrease exponentially with the temperature. The total mean
·
scattering relaxation timeT is thus written as [4]
1

1

1

-=-+T
TR
TG

(2.1)

where TR is the electron-ripplon and TG the electron-vapor contribution.
In zero magnetic field Ohm's law reacts f = aoË, with J the 2d current density and Ë
the electric field. The conductivity (ao) and resistivity (po) coefficients are given by
1

(2.2)

ao = - = neJ.L

Po

with n the electron density, e the unit charge and p the electron mobility, given by
T

(2.3)

p=em*

with m* the effective electron mass (which in our case is almest the free electron mass).
The mobility is strongly temperature dependent, at 1.9 Kit is 2 m2 v- 1s- 1 , and it will rise
above 103 m 2 v- 1s- 1 forT< 0.8 K.
In a magnetic field the conductivity becomes a tensor, and the generalized Ohm's Iaw
reads
a y~· ) E-

:: - = ( a x x
J- = aE
axy

For the componentsof ä the following relations hold: axx = ayy and axy
can also be written as J = {iË, where the resistivity tensor is expressed as

Px:1.·

Pxy

Pyy

=

-Pyx

axx

2

axx

=

(2.4)

ayy

2
+ axy

ayx
2
2
axx
ayx

+

= -ayx·

Eq. 2.4

(2.5)

(2.6)

In a magnetic field perpendicular to the surface the electrens move in circles, due to the
Lorentz force, with the cyclotron frequency wc = eB/ m. The energy that goes with this
circular movement is quantized, the energy levels are called Landau levels, and are given
by En = (n + )liwc (n = 0,1 ,2, ... ). Because of collisions with obstacles, the Landau levels
are broadened, with their width <X lifT. For the levels to be 'visible', weT ~ 1 must hold,
which is equivalent to the electron being able to describeat least a full circle befere colliding
with an obstacle. The classica! Drude transport model describes the situation for WeT <t: 1,
where there is no visible quantization, i.e. the levels overlap each other. The componentsof
the conductivity and resistivity tensor are then given by

!
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CTxx

cro

= 1 + (wcr)Z

and CTyx

= WcTCTxx

= PO

and Pxy

= -ne

Pxx

2.3

B

(2.7)

Quanturn electdeal transport model

If wcr ~ 1 the quantization of the kinetic energy will be noticeable. The classica! model,
however, rernains more or less valid ifliwc ~ kBT, because then electrans can scatter frorn
one Landau level to another, as wellas in the Landau levelitself. Forliwc ~ kBT a quanturn

mechanica! model has to be adopted. In [5] an expression for the conductivity has been
derived intheself-consistent Bom approxirnation

CTxx(B)
(2.8)
I

where ris the broadening of the Landau level given by r = ((2/'rr)liwcli/r)'i. and In the
rnodified Bessel function of the first kind of order n. In this model the Pxx component rises
as a function of B, instead of rernaining constant and Pxy gets a correction downward for
higher magnetic fields.

2.4

The 2D transmission line model

In this section we first look at the basic equations that describe the dynamic behavior of the
2DEG, then a simpler model is derived from these equations, the 2 dimensional transmission
line. However, first it is necessary to briefly look at the experimental situation. In the
experiments usually electrades are inserted some distance below the helium surface, and
the electrans are confined by a guard ring at a negative voltage and an electrode above the
helium also at a negative voltage (see Fig. 2.1).
By applying an AC voltage at one of the lower electrodes, phase shifted AC currents
are induced in the 2DEG, which in turn induce phase shifted currents in the other lower
electrodes. A more elaborate discussion a bout the experimental techniques involved will be
given in chapter 3.

2.4.1

Basic equations

WhenanAC voltage l'e.r exp(jwt) isapplied to theexcitation electrode, a disturbance n( r, <p, t)
in the static electron density no is caused, so that the new electron density n( r, </J, t)
no + n(r, 9, t). Conservation of charge means that

on
_
+
V'z · ( -env) = 0
at

- e-

(2.9)
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Top electrode
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vguard
Guard

2DEG

Lower electrades
Excitation

Figure 2.1: The experimental situation.

with v the drift velocity of the electrens and V'2 the nabla operator in 2 dimensions. If
the disturbance is small, i.e. n ~ no and lfex ~ lfptate( ex: no, see eq. 3.2) then eq. 2.9 can be
linearized into

&n
- e-

&t

+ V'2 · J- = 0

(2.10)

This is the first basic equation. The second equation is the generalized form of Ohm's
law (eq. 2.4) which reads with Ë = - \?2lf

J = -5 · \?2V

(2.11)

where no has to beused as thedensity in thecomponents of 5. The third and last equation
is Poisson's equation in 3 dimensions
(2.12)
where the charge is supposed to be in an infinitesimal smalllayer. The permittivity Er
equals 1.0572 for the liquid helium below the electrens and 1 for the helium in the gas phase
above the electrons. The boundary values for eq. 2.12 are:

Vexejwt

Vlz=-dl

{ O

l'Ïz=d2

=

0

lfir=Rs

=

0

above excitation electrode
elsewhere
(2.13)

with d1 the distance to the electredes below, d2 the distance totheupper electrode and

Rs the radius of the 2DEG.
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2.4.2

9

Static salution

Equation 2.12 can be solved nurnerically for the static situation, where the density is no. An
exarnple of this is shown in Fig. 4.5 [6], where the density is plottedas a function of r fora
constant angle cp. The local minimum is caused by the gaps between the electrodes. lt can be
seen that for most r the density is constant, this is called the bulk, or hornogeneous region.
At the inhornogeneous region at the edge the density falls to zero.
Frorn the density the capacitance per unit area C( r, cp) of the electrens relative to the
upper and lower electredes is defined [7]

C(r,cp)

ono

= -e aVe (r)

(2.14)

with Ve the static potential of the electrons. For our case calculations of the capacitance
have been done in [8].

2.4.3

2D transmission line

The general solution to eq. 2.12 can be sirnplified by assurning that the potential at a certain position is only influenced by the potential in a srnall surrounding area. This is the
so-called local approxirnation of Poisson's equation, which is equivalent to assurning a 2
dirnensional transmission line with per unit area values of capacitance and conductance. In
this approxirnation the general solution is [2]

en(r,cp) = C(r,cp) (!ll' -ll(r,cp))

(2.15)

The dirnensionless parameter 1 is defined as
(2.16)
and the potential F' as
l,rl = { ol'e:r

above excitation electrode
elsewhere

(2.17)

In eq. 2.15 the capacitance per unit area is (1 - 1 )C( r, cp) to the upper electrode and
1C ( r, 4Y) to the lower electrodes. The local approxirnation rnay be used if

lqld ~ 1

(2.18)

holds, where q is the wave vector of excitations in the 2DEG and d the smallest of the
two distances to the electredes (d = min {d1 , d2} ). Thus for wavelengths srnall cornpared to
the heliurn height the local approxirnation is not valid.

2.5

Edge magnetoplasmons

By substituting eq. 2.11 into the equation for conservation of charge (2.10) wegetawave
equation for the 20 transmission line, which in its dirnensionless forrn is

2 The two dimensional electron gas on liquid helium

ll) +-

2
2
_ (a
v+ano
ax2
ay2

0 f3ano)
all (an
-+
-ay
ax ax
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all (ano
_ jwC
+- - f3ano)
-ax - (V -1 V')
ay ay
(Jxx,h

(2.19)

where (Jxx(x, y)f(Jxx,h = no(x, y)/no,h = iio with h denoting the homogeneaus region,
(Jyx(x,y)/(Jyx,h = iio, and C(x,y)/Ch = C. The parameter f3 = (Jyx,h/(Jxx,h = Pxy,h/Pxx,h·
With this equation go two boundary conditions

Jl.

=

0

(2.20)

j j ndA

=

0

(2.21)

~DEG

which means that there is nonet current out of the boundary of the 2DEG, and that the
total change of charge in the electron layer equals zero.
To gain more insight, in [2] an analytica! salution to eq. 2.19 was derived for a semiinfinite electron layer (x E R, y ~ 0) with a non-homogeneaus density profile at y = 0. This
was done in more or less the same way as in [9]. It was shown that the voltage wave

l'(x, y, t) = lloej(wt-kux-kl.Y)

(2.22)

is a good approximate salution when substituted into the wave equation 2.19. The
resulting equation is solved for the homogeneaus (bulk) and inhomogeneous (edge) parts
of the electron layer, which gives equations for k 11 and k1.. Solving these gives the following
relations for the components of the wave veetors

(Có111 - J6jj.C) + (8112a81. )

2

(--1
+ j!2) + (2a)
c 81. 81.
80

2

1

k1.

=

1

(2.23)

In these relations

(2.24)

and

(2.25)

The parameter a is a measure for the inhomogeneity of the density profile at y

= 0.
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0

11

0

a= j[1-iio]dy+ j[ë(y)-1]dy

(2.26)

If we take C = 1 then eq. 2.23 can be written as

k11 =

k.1. =

1-j
uil
1-j

--J:

+ apxy,hWCh

---r;_- + apxx,hwCh

(2.27)

Eq. 2.23 describes a voltage wave that propagates in the x and y direction, and is dampened in both directions. In the y direction however, the daropening as a function of B is
much stronger than in the x direction (Imm(k.L) tX ó.ï 1 tX Pxy tX B), so that with rising B the
wave tends to propagate along the boundary of the electron layer.
Eq. 2.23 is not the only known dispersion relation. As said, Shikin has derived one
[9] for wr ~ 1 and d1 = d2 = d, that is identical to our relation. However, Volkov and
Mikhailov also derived a dispersion relation, which gives the same result as ours, only they
find the part labeled "1" of eq. 2.23 for the case of a stepped electron density at the boundary
([10], eq. 44a), and only the part labeled "2" of eq. 2.23 for an inhomogeneous density at
the boundary ([10], eq.49). Furthermore, all these relations are derived fora semi-infinite
geometry, which doesn't correspond to the finite circular geometry of the experiments. For
the circular geometry the important boundary condition eq. 2.21 influences the response of
the 2DEG, and this condition is notpresent in the semi-infinite models. Also the theoretica!
relations don't take excitation on one of the electrades into account, they just assume a
disturbance in the 2DEG.

2.5.1

Experiments needed

These problems lead to the condusion that experiments are needed todetermine the dispersion relation. If eq. 2.23 is correct at all, then it suggests that changing the temperature
is the only way todetermine if its first part is dominant. The first part is dependent on the
tempera ture (via Pu) and the second part is not <Pxy = B j ne for both the Drude model and
the quanturn model [5]), so if the temperature is changed and there is no change in the phase,
then the first part is at least much smaller than the second part, or does not exist at all.
A second reason to do experimentsis that the calculations in [2] predicted a decreasing
phase on the electrode opposing the driving electrode during the formation of the edge
waves. This effect should also be found in the measurements.

3

The set-up
In this chapter the experimentalset-up used is presented. Sectien 3.1 describes
the changes made to the cryostat, 3.2 the cell in which the experiments are
performed, 3.3 some experimental techniques which are involved and 3.4 the
way the computer controls the experiment.

3.1

The cryostat

A fulldescription ofthecryostat (see Fig. 3.1) has been givenin [11 ],so onlya briefdescription
is given here.
Basically, the cryostat consists of a inner cryostat, which is filled with liquid helium
(4.2 K), a vacuum shield, a liquid nitrogen shield (77 K) (number 30 in Fig. 3.1), and another
vacuum shield (33). Into the inner cryostat a superconducting magnet (17) has been inserted,
which gives a maximum field of about 4 T. Inside the magnet the cell for the experiments
has been placed, with the wires and helium fill tubes (2) coming from the cell connected to
the upper flange (3).
Previously, the cryostat was placed on a square metal plate, which was just a little wider
than the cryostat itself. Because this situation wasn't satisfactory, a firmer aluminum frame
has been made (20), for which it is also easier to adjust the position of the cryostat, using 4
adjustment screws (21) at the corners of the frame.
The inner cryostat, also called the helium bath, is filled with liquid helium, the temperature of which can be lowered by reducing the pressure above its surface. This is done by
a helium pump, initially connected to the secondary pump flange (5). Because this opening
is rather small (0= 40 mm), the full capacity of the pump could not be used. Therefore the
pump has been connected to thema in pump flange (4) using a big (0= 80 mm) flexible metal
tube. Also because the pump had to be shared withother people in the building, fluctuations in the pump capacity occurred, which made it very hard to stabilize the pressure in
the cryostat, and thus the temperature. For this reason the set-up was connected toa new,
dedicated, pump. With these improvements temperatures just below 1.5 K can be reached,
instead of 1.7 K.
For determining the temperature in the helium bath, a ceramic, temperature dependent
capacita11ee has been inserted on the bottorn of the cryostat. For the samepurpose a Ru02
film resistance (R ~ 1kn) was mounted to the bottorn (19). These thermometers should be
independent of magnetic field in our temperature region ([12], p 317 for the capacitance and
12
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1 Electrode wires feedthrough
2 Helium fill tube (cell)

~lTu<L-------------

3 Upper flange

11+---------- 4 Main pump !lange
4 - - i l r t - - - - - - - - - 5 Secondary pump !lange

35 Pressure cell
34 Liquid nitrogen fill tube

6 Wire feedthrough

IHr--H.-..t-+-rt-------- 7 Helium fill opening (cryostat)

33 Vacuum shield

8 Suspension rod
9 Heatshield

32 Liquid nitrogen detector

10 Heatshield

31 Liquid nitrogen detector
30 Liquid nitrogen shield

11 Wire supporting rod
29 Helium detector

12 Cryostat helium level

28 Helium detector
13 Cell wire feedthrough
27 Helium detector

---t-r----r-Ht~~~!!!:d::!~H+----\--\----- 14 Cell supporting shield

26 Allen Bradley

15 Helium fill tube (cryostat)

25 Sample
24 Helium detector

16 Cell
17 Superconducting magnet

23 Heater

-___11____rtlk::::==~~~!====tt=::-~~~~~

18 Heater
19 RuCz film thermometer

22Aiuminiurrm~g~ro~u~nd~~~===================~J--frame
-

20 Cryostatsupporting
aluminium frame
21 Adjustmentscrew

Figure 3.1: The cryostat used in the experiments. The numbers are explained in the text.
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[13] for the Ru02 film). The capacitance is connected toa glass wire feed-through using the
cores of two copper coaxial ca bles, of which the shielding is connected to ground. The Ru02
film resistance is connected to the same feed-through using four ordinary single copper
wires, so a 4-terminal measurement is possible. A Caddoek power resistance (R = 25!1) was
tightened to the bottorn of the cryostat to enable fast heating of the helium if necessary.

3.2 The cell
Inside the cell the actual experiments are performed.

----I
~
3.7 4.3

l_l_ -

110.2 11.8

J-_j- -

----

I
~5.7

l.___l_
19.0

19.0

6.3

I

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) The lower and (b) the upper plate of the cell. Alllengths in nun

The measuring electrode array (25) consists of two plates, separated 3 mm from each
other. The lower plate (Fig. 3.2 a) has copper etched electrodes, plated with gold. The upper
plate (Fig 3.2 b) has a single copper etched electrode, with a hole in it, in which the electron
souree is inserted.
The copper guard ring is placed on the edge of the electrodes, between the two plates.
Thema in electrodes (numbered A,B,l and 2) are connected to the outside world using copper
coaxial wires, and the corner electrodes (C1-C4) using stainless steel coaxial wires.

3.3
3.3.1

Experimental techniques
Determining the height of helium in the cell

The height of the liquid 4 He between the plates can be determined by measuring the capacitance between one of the electrodes on the lower plate and the upper plate, because the
liquid has a permittivity (Er = 1.0572) different from the gas phase (Er = 1). By applying
Gauss' law the height dis given by (neglecting the stray capacitance)

15
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cl

~

h

Cx - Cempty

(3.1)

C juli - Cempty

w he re Cx is the measured ca pacitance, C1uil the ca pacitance of the cell filled with liquid
helium, Cempty the capacitance of the cell with only helium gas in it and h=3 mm the
distance between the plates. The capacitances are measured using a General Radio 1615-A
capacitance bridge, with a measurernent frequency of 1.01 kHz and an excitation voltage of
25 V. This large voltage is needed in order to measure height differences down to 0.02 mm
(which corresponds toa capacitance difference of 1 ·10- 17 F). The typkal helium height is
0.50 mm. For electrode 2 it is very hard to measure the helium height, probably because of
distartion of the electric field by the electron source, which is above the electrode [14]. This
will be solved in the future by inserting a metal wire mesh into the hole, so that the plateis
homogeneous, but electrans can still pass through.
3.3.2

Aligning the cell

It is probably necessary that the helium surface is parallel to the electrodes, therefore the cell

has to be aligned. The procedure is to measure the height of the helium for all electrodes,
then deterrnine for which electrades the heights are different, and adjust the screws of the
supporting frame accordingly. This procedure is different from the one in [11], where the
slopes of the capacitances as a fundion of heliurn height were aligned.
3.3.3

Detennining the electron density

Electrans are brought onto the surface of the heliurn by heatinga filament, which generates
the electrans by thermal emission. The time the filament is heated is controlled by a simple
timer circuit, and can be varied. Typical emission times are rv200 ms.
A problem arises when the electron density on the surface has to be determined, because
the density is not homogeneaus everywhere, and cannot easily be measured directly. For
the homogeneaus region the best way yet is to use Gauss' law, which gives
ne

= _ t:ot:r Vplate
ed

(

3 .2 )

where ne is the saturated homogeneaus electron density, Vplate the voltage that is applied
to the upper plate, e the unit charge, and d the height of the liquid helium. It can beseen
that to vary the electron density Vplate has tobevaried (dis fixed at 0.50 mm, see 3.3.1).
As was discovered in [15] it is important not to make large changes to liplate after spraying
the electrons, which used to be the procedure, because this will change the electron density.
However, because inhomogeneities in the magnetic field cause the helium surface tobend
upward with magnetic field (see 3.3.4), the helium height d changes, and the density changes
according to eq. (3.2). To compensate for this liplate has to be turned up after spraying, the
sarne arnount d changes (rv25%).

3.3.4 Influence of magnetic field on helium height
Helium gas and liquid are diamagnetic (susceptibility x = -5.91 .1Q- 9 kg- 1 ) and will
undergo a force when a magnetic field is applied. lf the rnagnetic field is inhomogeneous,
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the helium surface will thus undergo a non-uniform deformation [16],[17]. The magnetic
field for our experiment is given by

B(z)

(3.3)

B(r)

(3.4)

with the parameter a = 137m-2 according to the documentation of the supplier. By
solving the force equation for the helium surface
2

pgtJ..d(r)- XP: (r)

+ K1 =constant

(3.5)

/10

where p is the mass density of the fluid, !J..d( r) the change of helium height, K the
curva ture of the liquid surface and 1 the surface tension, we get for tJ..d( 1·) the expression
(neglecting the surface tension)
2

tJ..d( r) = ABÖ (

~

-

1·

2
)

(3.6)

with A = aixl/(2gpo)=0.033 s2 jm3 kg, and R=19 mm the radius of the helium surface.
This produces a parabolk height profile in r.
3.3.5

Measuring the admittance of the 2DEG

Because DC measurements are not possible in the 2DEG on helium, AC techniques
are used to get information out of the experiment. The electrades couple capacitively to
the 2DEG, and by driving one electrode with an AC voltage, the induced (phase-shifted)
currents in the other electradescan be measured. The phase-shifted currents are measured
using a lock-in amplifier (brand PARC 5210). Usually electrode A is driven by the oscillator
of the lock-in amp (see Fig. 3.3). Typical parameters: frequency 1-50 kHz, amplitude 200
mV.
The induced currents are then measured at one of the other electrades using the same
lock-in amp. The lock-in amp is a so-called two-phase lock-in amp, which means that the
meters show the current that is in-phase with the reference (JÛ) and the current that is inphase with the reference plus 1r /2 radians (J7rf 2 ). This way the in- and out-of-phasepart of
the current can be measured at the same time.
For historica! reasons (the admittance used to be measured with a capacitance bridge),
the phase-shifted currents are converted to an admittance using
JÜ

Y

r/2

= G+jwC =-V. +j-V.
ex

(3.7)

ex

where G denotes the conductance (in Siemens,S), C the capacitance (in Farad,F), tv = 21r f
the driving angular frequency and 1fex the driving voltage amplitude. Because the electrades
can also couple capacitively directly, this offset has to be subtracted from the measured
admittance, to obtain the contribution of the electrans only. This is shown in Fig. 3.4. It
has been found that this offset changes when different frequencies or sensitivities on the
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Figure 3.3: The set-up for measuring the admittance of the 2DEG between a pair of electrades

lock-in amp are chosen, so it is important that for every new set of parameters the offset
is measured. The best results are obtained by measuring the offset with a positive voltage
(typically +50 V) on the guard and upper plate, this ensures that the electrens are removed
from the helium. As a check the offset has been measured befere spraying, and with the
positive voltage applied after spraying. No difference in offset has been found. Also it has
been found that the electrode wires should not be changed after an offset rneasurement,
because this will change ló.
The phase cl> and amplitude-difference A with the driving electrode are calculated frorn
the admittance:
arctan G actt.at

(3.8)

wCactuat
A

( G~ctual

1

+ (wCa ctuat?) ï

(3.9)

This unusual definition of 4> ensures that the case of <P = 0 corresponds to a purely
capacitive coupling between the electrodes, i.e. the case of zero resistance of the 2DEG.
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Figure 3.4: The actual admittance equals the measured admittance minus the admittance
without the electrons

3.3.6

Sta hilization of temperature

Because more helium gas condensates when the temperature drops, the helium height rises,
and the electron density is altered. The mobility of the electrons also changes when the
temperature changes. So for the experiment it is very important that the temperature be
stable. For the experiments that were done around 1.9 K, the temperature was stabilized
by stahilizing the pressure. This is done by reading the pressure above the helium bath by
computer, and adding more or less heat to the helium by means of a heater (23 in Fig. 3.1).
The amount of heat is determined by a control program, that has a proportional and an
integrational action in it. This stahilizes the temperature within 5 mK.
For the experiments around 1.5 K this method doesn't work, because the damp pressure
hardly changes as a function of the temperature. So the temperature is stabilized by keeping
the resistance of the Ru02 film constant. The resistance is measured by a Keithley 197 digital
microvolt-meter using the 4 terminal method. The same heater as in the 1.9 K experiments
is used to control the heat flow to the helium bath. The control program is also almost the
same as the one at 1.9 K [18].

3.4 Interface to computer
The experiment is almost entirely computer-controlled, and for this project the software had
to be rewritten in order to enable measurements with the lock-in amps. (The former program
was written to measure with a capacitance bridge). First we look at the way the computer is
physically connected to the experiment, then the software is discussed.
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3.4.1

Interface to the experiment

Helium bath
pressure cell

Metal film
resistance

IEEE 488
interface

M68000

Oigital to
a na log
converter

Terminal

Helium bath
heater

(PC-XT)

Magnet
power
supply

Figure 3.5: The conneetion of the computer to the experiment

Fig. 3.5 shows a schematic drawing of the interface of the computer to the experiment.
The computer used is a M68000 based MicroGiant, which runs the proprietary language
PEP (interpreted Pascal) that is able to run several processes at the sa me time (multitasking).
The M68000 has a (Euro)bus that connects it to its peripherals, notably an analog-digital
converter (ADC), a digital-analog converter (DAC) and an IEEE-488 GPIB interface that
can control instruments. The M68000 is operated through a terminal, in this case a PC-XT
running a terminal emulation program (SmarTerm). Files can be stored on a file server,
which is located elsewhere in the building and can be accessed by a network.
The lock-in amp (actually, two were used) is controlled by means of the IEEE bus.
Parameterscan easily be set and read using the computer, and measured currents can be
read. The IEEE bus also connects to 2 Keithley 197 digital microvolt-meters, which read the
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pressure above the helium bathand the resistance of the Ru02 metal film. The heaterin the
helium bath is controlled by the computer through the DAC and a small power amplifier.
The power supply of the superconducting magnet (Cryogenic Consultants PS120A) can give
a predetermined current to the magnet, this is controlled by applying a voltage to the input
that is proportional to that value. The voltage is given by the DAC.

3.4.2

Software

A program has been written to measure the phase and amplitude of the current at
certain electredes as a function of magnetic field. More than one electrode can be measured
at the same time, because two lock-in amps are available (whose reEerenee channels are
synchronized). Basically the program executes the steps shown in Fig. 3.6. The program can
measure both with the magnet sweeping up and down.
The parameters the user can adjust are the frequency, driving amplitude, voltages on
upper plate and guard ring, lock-in amp time constant and sensitivity and the step size and
maximum value of the magnetic field. If told to do so, the program will also take more than
one sample of the current per point.
A fulllisting of the program is given in Appendix A.
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Ask parameters

Sweep up magnetic field
with one step
Wait 5 x time constant
untillock-in amp is
stabie
Measure currents at one or
both electrodes
Plot point on screen

No

Has maximum field

Yes
Convert to phase and amplitude
and wri te to disk

Yes

Figure 3.6: The flowchart for the program used in the measurements
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Experiments
In this cha pter the results of the experiments are presented. Section 4.1 shows
the influence of the magnetic field on the helium height (as described in 3.3.4).
In section 4.2 the formation of edge waves is discussed, and finally in 4.3 some
preliminary results on the dispersion relation are presented.

4.1

Influence of magnetic field on helium height

In Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 the height of the liquid helium between the plates as a fundion of
magnetic field has been plotted for different electrodes. Because the height change should
be independent of the starting height (fora region of a few millimeters the magnetic field is
homogeneaus in the z direction), the height change is measured for different starting heights.
Also shown is a calculated curve, where the helium height of eq. 3.6 is averaged over the
electrode, using the dimensions of Fig. 3.2 a. (the electrades were taken to be rectangular in
the calculation).
From eq. 3.6 it can beseen tha t to decrease the height change, the liquid radius R has to be
made smaller. In the future the radius will be made as small as possible by filling the room
outside the plates with teflon. Also the magnet will be replaced by a more homogeneaus one.
For now, as said, the height change (which is (~h)max/h ~ 0.10/0.50=20%) is compensated
by turning up li~late by the same percentage, so that n doesn't change within a few percent
(eq. 3.2).

4.2

Formation of edge waves

In this section the formation of the edge waves will be discussed. As the excitations in
the 2DEG develop from a bulk wavetoa wave that travels along the boundary at higher
magnetic fields, an interesting effect occurs when the phase as a function of Bis measured at
the electrode diametrically opposing the driving electrode. This will be explained in section
4.2.1, after this the influence of the guard voltage on the visibility of the effect is discussed
in 4.2.2 and other experimental problems in 4.2.3.

4.2.1

Effects of the formation of edge waves
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Figure 4.1: Helium height change as a function of magnetic field for middle electrode M,
for different starting heights at B=O T. The solid line is the calculated curve. Legends: +:
h(0)=0.42 111111, x : h(0)=0.61 111111, 0: h(0)=0.70 111111

At zero magnetie field, excitations travel from the driving electrode into the 2DEG, and
as a consequence of this, the phase of the density waves along the boundary is symmetrieal
with respect to the line through the electrades A and B (taking A as the driving electrode).
This can be seen both in the measurements in Fig. 4.3 and the calculations [2] in Fig. 4.4.
When the magnetie field is turned up, the waves will start to travel in one direction along the
boundary of the 2DEG (the dynamic Hall effect), so that the phase along the boundary will
start to rise monotonieally. For higher fields the waves that propagate from the boundary
into the gas are dampened stronger than the waves that propagate along the boundary (see
section 2.5). This effectively means that the waves will be confined to a region along the
boundary, the width (1 je value) of whieh is equal to 8.L (eq. 2.23). In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 the
development of a symmetrie to an asymmetrie phase profile along the perimeter can clearly
be seen.
The position of the electrades has been derived from calculations of the electron density
profile [6], whieh is shown in Fig. 4.5. From this figure the radius of the 2DEG can be read.
The local minimum in the profile is caused by the gap between the electrodes.
N ow the phase as a function of B is measured for a single electrode. The conductance
G and capacitance Care plotted in an Argand diagram (polar diagram, wC versus G), see
Fig. 4.6, from whieh the phase can be read, Fig. 4.7.
It can beseen that the minimum in the phase shifts to the right for lower values of the
frequency, and thus for higher 811 . This can be explained by the fact that for higher 811 the
dampening of the waves in the direction perpendicular to the boundary becomes weaker (in
the Drude model b.L = 811 /JtB), soit takes higher magnetic fields for the waves to become
confined to the edge. Experimentally, 811 can be changed by either changing the electron
density n (see eq. 2.24) or the excitation frequency w (keeping the temperature T fixed).
Calculations for different 811 with a homogeneaus density profile and the Drude model are
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Figure 4.2: Helium height change as a function of magnetic field for electrode A (+
:h(0)=0.41mm and o :0.55 nun) and B (6 and +). The solid line is the calculated curve.

shown in Fig. 4.9 [2]. In these calculations the minimum in the phase shows for the same bJ..
The phase as a function of magnetic field and electron density has also been measured
(see Fig. 4.8), for the same values of 611 as in Fig. 4.7.
The results of the experiments agree qualitatively, but not quantitatively with the calculations. This is understandable, because the calculations were done with a homogeneaus
density profile and the Drude model for the resistivity tensor, but the basic behavior stays
the same.
The measurements for different frequencies do not agree with the measurements for
different densities either, but we do not know if they should be the same. It could also be an
experimental problem, because it is harder to vary the density than it is to vary the frequency.
There are inhomogeneities in the density profile induced by the electron souree that could
cause this. An effect of these inhomogeneities is that there is a Hall voltage between electrode
1 and 2 even at B=O T. In [14] and [19] this problem is researched further.
The minimum in the phase was observed earlier [20 ],[11], and was attributed toa negative
magneto-resistance, caused by weak localization effects. This is probably not correct, because
weak localization is not nearly strong enough to produce this large effect (as was already
concluded at that time, and was definitive after the calculations in [2]).
The decreasein phase can be explained quantitatively by looking at some limiting cases
for pB [21]. For JLB ~ 1 the phase across the 2DEG is mainly of order Rs/6 11 , which is much
bigger than Rs jiJ J.. For pB ~ 1 the 8J. will start to decrease, thereby pulling up the phase
of the excitations from the boundary into the gas. Because, according to eq. 2.21, the total
phase of the excitations over the entire 2DEG must equal zero, the phase at the perimeter
must go down to compensate the effect of the in-going waves. This explains the decreasein
the phase, but does not explain why the phase goes up again.
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Figure 4.3: The measured phase of the exdtations along the perimeter of the 2DEG as
a function of magnetic field. The arrows mark the middle of the electrodes. Legends:
+: B=O T, 6 : B=1 T, o : B=2 T, +: B=3 T, 6 : B=4 T. Parameters: Vptate = -1.8 V,
V9 ua.-d =-27.0 V (n=2.1·10 11 m- 2 ), /=1010Hz, T=1.93 K, d=0.49 nun

4.2.2

Influence of guard on visibility of the effect

For the effect of the formation of edge waves to be visible, it was necessary to make the
2DEG small in size. This can be done by making the guard voltage large relative to the plate
voltage [7] (we used 1/~uard > 15 llptate ).
An explanation could be that if the 2DEG is large (see Fig. 4.10 for the phase at B for
low guard voltage) the 2DEG overlaps the electrode too much, so that the wave from the
boundary into the gas contributes too much of its phase to the average phase over the
electrode, and thus obscures the effect. This is confirmed by the fact that when driving
electrode 1 under the same conditions, the effect is not visible at electrode 2 [11]. By looking
at Fig. 3.2 it is clear that electrode 1 and 2 go deeper into the gas, and thus needan even
smaller radius to rule out the waves from the boundary into the gas.

4.2.3

Influence of the offset

The wa y in which the offset (i.e. the admittance between two electredes with no electrons,
see Fig. 3.4) is measured has a streng influence on the results of the edge wave formation
measurements. In Fig. 4.8 the same curve as the lower curve in Fig. 4.7 is shown, only this
time the offset was measured using the old method, i.e. the offset for all electredes and all
the necessary frequencies and sensitivities was measured befere spraying any electrens (in
the new method the offset is measured befere every sweep, with a positive voltage on the
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Figure 4.4: The phase of the excitations on the outer points along the perimeter as a
function of magnetic field. Legends: (a) B=O T, (b) B=O.S T, (c) B=1 T, (d) B=2 T, (e)
B=4 T, (f) B=8 T. 811 =18.2 mm. From calculations [2] fora homogeneaus density profile.

guard to repel the electrans from the helium). As can be seen, the phase at B=O T is negative,
which cannot be explained, and didn't show up in the calculations either. It can then be
concluded that this is an effect of the offset. (Note: the curves in Fig. 4.8 were measured
using a higher excitation voltage, 600 mV, than in Fig. 4.7, but still smaller than the plate
voltage, -3.6 V. This also explains the observed less noise).
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Dispersion relation of edge waves

The rneasurernents of the dispersion relation of the edge wavescan be divided into 2 categories: at relatively high (1.93 K) and at relatively low (1.57 K) ternperatures. In 4.3.1 the
1.93 K regime is covered, and in 4.3.2 the first rneasurernents at 1.57 K are presented. At first
the dependenee of the dispersion relation on the density n and frequency wis investigated,
then a cornparison between the results at the two ternperatures is made. As was said in
section 2.5, this is necessary to see if there is a ternperature dependent part in the dispersion
relation.

4.3.1

1.93 K measurements

To exarnine the dispersion relation for the edge waves, electrode A is driven and the phase
and amplitude of electrode B rneasured as a function of B, for different w and n. Because
it is hard to analyze the data using the quanturn model for Pxx (eq. 2.8) the Drude model is
(eq. 2.23). The phase
used. In this model the phase is proportional to both wIn and
will be plotted for both parameters separately to see which one dorninates. The amplitude is
proportional to exp(- Vw!Ti) so the naturallogarithrn of A will be plotted for
and .Jfln.

rwrn

vw

Frequeney dependenee
For the electrode opposing the driving electrode the conductance G and capacitance C
as a function of B for different frequencies are shown in Fig. 4.11, and the Argand diagram
in Fig. 4.12. This Argand diagram is different frorn the one in Fig. 4.6, where only the very
first part of the curves was shown. The phase for these data is shown in Fig. 4.13. The parts
of the curves which are linear in B have been fitted to a straight line. The slopes of these
lines are plotted as a function of w in Fig. 4.14 a. As a check the slopes are also plotted as a
function of .;w. Frorn this figure it is very hard to tell the dependenee of the phase on the
frequency. For the amplitude the data are given in Fig. 4.15. The naturallogarithrn of the
amplitude of the rneasurernents in Fig. 4.13 is plotted in Fig. 4.16. Here also the linear parts
of the curves are fitted to a straight line, and the slopes are plottedas a function of both
and win Fig. 4.17.
The figure shows that for this set of frequencies it is irnpossible to deterrnine the dependenee of the amplitude on the frequency. Because the waves at electrodeBare darnpened
out at B :::::::3.5 Tand /=24.2 kHz, it is hard togohigher in the frequency, forthen the waves
would be darnpened for even lower fields. The solution is to rneasure at electrode 1, which
lies in between electrode A and B, and takes higher fields and frequencies to get a totally
darnpened wave. Sorne prelirninary results for electrode 1 are presented insection 4.3.4.

vw

Density dependenee
In Fig. 4.18 the phase as a function of B for differentnis shown. Again the linear parts are
fitted toa straight line, the slopes of which are plotted in Fig. 4.19 as a function of 1/n and
1/fo.
For the amplitude the results are shown in Fig. 4.20. As with the frequency dependence,
it is not clear whether phase and amplitude depend on 1/n or 1/fo.
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Determination of Pxx
If the simple model for the wave vector is valid (see eq. 2.27), we should be able to extract
Pxx from the amplitude measurements, and compare this with the model in section 2.3. In
the simple model A ex: exp( -lfbu) ::;. In A ex: ..;p;;;. So if ln A is normalized to the vaiue at
the magnetic field B Amax where A has its maximum, then we should get
2

Pxx(B)
ln A(B) )
( In A(BAmax)
Pxx(BAmax)
The results for the amplitude measurements of Fig. 4.16 are given in Fig. 4.21.
Ciearly, the measurements do not agree with the calculations. The probable cause is
the wave with wave vector kJ... Because of this wave the amplitude is not exclusiveiy the
amplitude of the wave along the perimeter, especially for the relativeiy low guard voltage
that was used (this is the overlap thatalso obscured the formation effect, section4.2.2). Maybe
if the 2DEG is made smal!, the agreement between the measurements and the calcuiations
is better, but this will have to betried in future experiments.
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Figure 4.11: The measured conductance G and capacitance C for the electrode opposing
the driving electrode as a tunetion of B at different frequencies. (a) /=8.08 kHz (8 11 =12
mm); (b) 12.1 kHz (8 11 =10 mm); (c) 16.1 kHz (8 11 =8.2 mm); (d) 20.2 kHz (8 11 =7.3 nun); (e)
24.2 kHz (811 =6.7 nun). Other parameters: Vplate =-2.0 V, V 9 uard =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m - 2),
T=1.93 K
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Figure 4.13: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different frequencies. (a) /=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2
kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. See Fig. 4.11 for other parameters.
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Figure 4.15: The measured amplitude for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as
a function of B at different frequencies. (a) !=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d)
20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. See Fig. 4.11 for other parameters.
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Figure 4.16: The naturallogarithm of the measured amplitude for the electrode opposing
the driving electrode as a function of B at different frequencies. (a) !=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1
kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. See Fig. 4.11 for other parameters.
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Figure 4.18: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different densities. (a) n=1.9·1011 (8 11 =7.3 mm) m- 2; (b) 2.3·1011 m- 2
(óu=8.1 mm); (c) 2.8·1011 m- 2 (8 11 =8.9 mm); (d) 3.3·1011 m- 2 (8 11 =9.6 mm); (e) 3.7·1011
m- 2 (óu=10.3 mm). Other parameters: Vguard =~ Vp1ate, !=16.16 kHz, T=1.93 K
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4.3.2

1.57 K measurements

For these measurements the same parameters were used as in section 4.3.1, but now the
temperature was lowered to 1.57 K. Again we will start by looking at the dependenee of
phase and amplitude on n and w, for the same values as insection 4.3.1.
Frequeney dependenee
Figure 4.22 shows the phase at electrodeBas a function of B for different w, and fig. 4.23
EN I 8 B as a function of both w and .jW.
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Figure 4.22: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different frequencies. (a) !=8.08 kHz (6 11 =21 nun); (b) 12.1 kHz (6 11 =17
mm); (c) 16.1 kHz (8 11 =15 mm); (d) 20.2 kHz (8 11 =13 nun); (e) 24.2 kHz (8 11 =12 mm). Other
parameters: ~'~late =-2.0 V, V9 uard =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m- 2), T=1.57 K

For the amplitude the data is shown in Fig. 4.24, the natura! logarithm is plotted in
Fig. 4.25 with their fits in Fig. 4.26.
As at 1.93 K, the frequency dependenee is no_t determined by these measurements. A
comparison between the two temperatures will be given in section 4.3.3
Density dependenee
For 1.57 K the density dependenee was also measured. In Fig. 4.27 the phase at electrode B
is shown, with the slopes shown in Fig. 4.28.
The last measurements at 1.57 K show the amplitude at electrode B, with the slopes of
In A fitted to 1/n and Jf71i, in Fig. 4.29.
As with all the other measurements, it is not possible to determine the density dependence.
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Figure 4.24: The measured amplitude for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as
a function of Bat different frequencies. (a) !=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d)
20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. For other parameters see Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.25: The naturallogarithm of the measured amplitude for the electrode opposing
the driving electrode as a function of B at different frequencies. (a) !=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1
kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. For other parameters see Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.27: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different densities. (a) n=1.9·1011 m- 2 ; (b) 2.3·1011 m- 2 ; (c) 2.8·1011
m- 2 ; (d) 3.3·1011 m- 2 ; (e) 3.7·1011 m- 2 • Other parameters: Vgum·d =~ Vptate, !=16.16
kHz, T=1.57 K
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Comparison of results at different temperatures

Phase comparison
In Fig. 4.30 the phase at different frequencies is plotted for both temperatures. It seerns as
if the frequency dependenee for higherfieldsis almest the same for the two temperatures
(the lines go parallel), while the mobility goes up from 2.0 m2 /Vs at 1.93 K to 6.7 m 2 /Vs at
1.57 K. This would mean that the phase for higherfieldsis hardly temperature dependent,
and thus the secend part in eq. 2.23 is dominant. The samebehavier shows in Fig. 4.31, only
here the phase does not overlap as much. The phase below B :::::!1 T does show temperature
dependence, a sign that here the first part of eq. 2.23 is dominant.
To see what the theory prediets for the temperature dependence, the full phase according
to eq. 2.23 has been calculated, with the expression 2.8 for the resistivity tensor. These
calculations are shown in Fig. 4.32. The low field region is not shown, because no edge
waves are expected there.
Here it is clear that the slopes for the two temperatures are almest the same, but there
is an offset caused by the temperature. This corresponds to the measurements, but the
uncertainties in these measurements are too big to conclude that the theoretica! model fits.
One thing that has to be remarkedis that the zero field phase shifts are rather large for the
measurements at different frequencies compared to the measurements at different densities,
while the 811 is in the same order of magnitude for both. This could be an experimental
problem with the lock-in amplifiers, and one that is not corrected by measurement of Co and
Go. These zero field phase shifts should be simulated numerically to see if this is indeed an
experimental artifact (a theory for these zero field phase shifts is given in [22]).
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Figure 4.30: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different frequencies. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a)
!=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. Other parameters:
Vptate =-2.0 V, Vg"ar·d =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m- 2)
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Figure 4.31: The measured phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of B at different densities. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a)
n=1.9·10 11 m- 2; (b) 2.3·10 11 m- 2; (c) 2.8·10 11 m- 2; (d) 3.3·1011 m- 2 ; (e) 3.7·1011 m- 2 •
Other parameters: Vplate =-2.0 V, Vguard =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m - 2)
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Figure 4.32: The calculated phase for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as a
function of Bat different frequencies. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a)
!=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. Other parameters:
r=7.8 mm, n=2.3·10 11 m- 2 , a=0.9 mm
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Amplitude comparison

As shown in Figs. 4.33 and 4.34 and table 4.2 the amplitude clearly is temperature dependent, but this was to be expected, because eq. 2.23 gives only one, temperature dependent,
expression for the dampening. The actual second derivatives of the naturallogarithm of the
amplitude ho wever (see table), show much difference only for the measurements at different
densities. This is strange, because with variatien in frequency and density the same result is
expected.
As a summary in tables 4.1 and 4.2 the slopes of phase and amplitude for both temperatures are given.
T (K)

1.93
1.57

a aq,
ów EJB

a aq,
a-:Tw &B

1.8·10-5

1.2·10-2
1.6-1o-2

2.5·10- 5

EJ &rj;
on EJB
11

4.9·10
5.3·1011

EJ

órj;

aTn EJB
1.2·106
2.1·106

Table 4.1: The slopes of the linear partsof the ph ase

T (K)

1.93
1.57

a aJnA
ów &B
-8.8·10- 6

-8.1·10- 6

a ólnA
&7w7fB

5.2·10- 3
5.2·10- 3

a aJnA
ón óB
11

-2.9·10
-1.1·10 11

~aJnA
EJB
6

-1.2·10
-4.6·105

Table 4.2: The slopes of the linear partsof the naturallogarithm of the amplitude
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Figure 4.33: The measured amplitude for the electrode opposing the driving electrode
as a function of Bat different frequencies. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K.
(a) !=8.08 kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; (c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. Other parameters:
Vptate =-2.0 V, Vgua•·d =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m- 2 )
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Figure 4.34: The measured amplitude for the electrode opposing the driving electrode as
a function of Bat different densities. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a)
n=1.9·10 11 m- 2 ; (b) 2.3·1011 m- 2 ; (c) 2.8·1011 m- 2 ; (d) 3.3·1011 m- 2 ; (e) 3.7·1011 m- 2 •
Other parameters: /=16.16 kHz, V9 uard =~ Yptate
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4.3.4

Measurements at electrode 1

Electrode 1 can also be used to get information out of the 2DEG, the only diEferenee with
electrodeBis the distance l Erom electrode A. The advantage of electrode 1 is that it is nearer
to electrode A. Thus higher frequencies and lower densities are needed befere the excitations
are fully dampened. To see if the results are indeed the same, except for the distance factor,
we willlook at the frequency behavier at electrode 1.
In Fig. 4.35 the phase at electrode 1 is plotted for both 1.93 and 1.57 K. The amplitude is
plotted in Fig. 4.36.
The secend derivatives of the phase and amplitude at higher fields are shown in table 4.3.
Clearly, they differ a factor 2 with the slopes measured at electrode B, which is exactly the
diEferenee in length around the perimeter between electrode B and 1. It should also be noted
that the diEferenee in amplitude between the two temperatures is less than the diEferenee at
electrode B (see Fig. 4.33). This remains unexplained.
T (K)
1.93
1.57

& &<P
&w&B

& &<P
&Tw_&B

& &lnA
&waB

a7w8B

0.90·10- 5
1.1·10- 5

5.5·10- 3
6.9·10-3

-7.5·10- 6
-4.5·10- 6

-4.6·10- 3
-2.7·10-3

&

&lnA

Table 4.3: The slopes of the linear parts of the phase and the natura! logarithm of the
amplitude for electrode 1
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Figure 4.35: The measured phase for electrode 1, near the driving electrode as a function
of Bat different frequencies. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a) /=8.08
kHz; (b) 12.1 kHz; {c) 16.1 kHz; (d) 20.2 kHz; (e) 24.2 kHz. Other parameters: Vptate =-2.0
V, V9 uard =-3.0 V (n=2.3·10 11 m- 2)
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Figure 4.36: The measured amplitude for electrode 1, near the driving electrode as a
function of B at different densities. The "1" denotes T=1.93 K, the "2" T=1.57 K. (a)
n=1.9·1011 m- 2; (b) 2.3·10 11 m- 2 ; (c) 2.8·1011 m- 2 ; (d) 3.3·1011 m- 2 ; (e) 3.7·1011 m- 2 •
Other parameters: Other parameters: /=16.16 kHz, Vguard =~~~late
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Conclusions
• With the dedicated pump and large diameter pump tube temperatures down to 1.50 K
can be reached, and with the new temperature stabilization, using the Ru02 resistance,
the temperature can be kept constant within a few mK. Still, a bigger capacity pump
will be needed to reach lower temperatures.
• A more homogeneaus magnet will be needed to minimize the helium height change
duringa magnet sweep, which is a problem, as was measured. Also the space outside
the electrode array should be filled with some temperature independent material to
further solve this problem.
• The hole in the top plate of the cell should be filled with a metal wire mesh to minimize
the inhomogeneities in the electron density. This project is still running.
• The new method of measuring using only lock-in amplifiers works, and due to the
rewriting of the program a real time graphical representation of the data can be given,
which is very handy. Also because the lock-in amplifiers are now read digitally, the
precision of the data has improved. The offset of the lock-in amplifiers plus cables etc.
is still a problem however, and should be given serious attention.
• The minimum in the phase at the electrode opposing the driving electrode that is seen
at low fieldsis now probably an effect of the formation of the edge waves. It is clear
that the minimum shifts with the electron density and the frequency, but an exact
explanation of the effect is not known (yet). It has been shown that the radius of the
2DEG has a strong influence on the visibility of the effect. The admittance without
electrans also plays an important role, and care has tobetaken in its determination.
• A start has been made with the determination of the high field dispersion relation of
the edge waves. This is notready yet, we do nothave enough data to conclude on
the density and frequency dependence. The same goes for the dampening. Neither
is the high field temperature dependenee determined. Stilllower temperatures have
to be reached to examine the influence of low temperature, i.e. a large mobility. The
dispersion relation will have to measured at electrode 1, to obtain a larger region of
frequencies, so that there is more certainty about its precise form. As a consequence of
this, we can not conclude yet which theoretica! model about the dispersion relation is
correct. Maybe it is wise to try and determine the dispersion relation from numerical
55
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simulations. At the moment this is hampered by convergence problems and extreme
calculation times (weeks).
• Close attention should be paid to the zero field region of the bulk waves. It seems
that the system introduces an unwanted offset during the measurements at different
frequencies. The zero field region should also be simulated numerically to see what to
expect. This has already started.

A

Program listing
In this appendix gives the fulllisting of the program that was used in the measurements.
A number of libraries is used in the program, most of which were existent. One library
{linlib), for the interface to the lock-in amplifiers, had to be written by myself. The listing
of this library is first given, then the the main program (fasamp) is listed. A great deal of
the program has been rewritten lately [18], but most of the measurements were done with
this program.
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1000 °/o ***********'********************************************************
1002 %PROGRAM linlib
1004 °/o * * ** *** ****** *** * * * ******* * * * * * * **** ** ******** * ** ** * ** * * *** **** ****
1010 %USES ie31ib
1012 °/o *******************************************************************
1020%26-11-1991, JEROEN NIJS
1032 °/o *******************************************************************
1040 %ENKELE PROCEDURES OM DE 5210 LOCK-IN TE BESTUREN VIA GPIB
1042 °/o *******************************************************************
1044 %LAATSTE VERANDERING: 10 FEB 1992, JEROEN NIJS
1046 °/o *******************************************************************
1060 DECLARE
1070
listen= 32
1080
talk= 64
1090
li: ARRAY 1..3 OF nat1 %ADRESSEN VAN LOCK-INS
1100
ie3bus_vrij: boolean
1110
aantal li: nat1
1120
1130
PROCEDURE str_to real(str: REF strinQ): real
1140
%CONVERTEER EEN STRING NAAR'fEN REAL
1150
DECLARE
1160
streal: real
1170
srange: range
1180
strbuffer: pipe(80)
1190
BEGIN
1200
srange := index range(str)
1210
%VERVANG VREEMDE TEKENS DOOR SPATIES
1220
FORsteller INsrange DO
1230
IF ord(str[steller]) < 32 THEN str[steller] :=' · Fl
1240
OD
1250
writeln(strbuffer, str)% SCHRIJF STRING WEG
1260
readln(strbuffer, streal)% LEES TERUG ALS REAL
1270
RETURN streal
1280
END
1290
1300
PROCEDURE str to 2real(str2: CON ST string, n1, n2: REF real)
1310
% CONVERTEERG~TALLEN IN STRING (GESCHEIDEN DOOR ;) NAAR 2 REALS
1320
DECLARE
1330
strtel: nat1
str2h: ARRAY 20 OF ehar
1340
str2buffer: pipe(80)
1350
BEGIN
1360
1370
strtel := 1
1380
WHILE str2[strtel] <>';'DO% KIJK WAAR SCHEIDING ZIT
1390
strtel := strtel+ 1 OD
writeln(str2buffer, str2[1..strtel-1])
1400
readln(str2buffer, str2h)
1410
1420
n1 := str_to_real(str2h)% CONVERTEER EERSTE GETAL
1430
writeln(str2buffer, str2[strtel+ 1..length(str2)-1])
readln(str2buffer, str2h)
1440
1450
n2 := str_to_real(str2h)% CONVERTEER TWEEDE GETAL
1460
END
1470
1480
PROCEDURE command_li(eommstr: CONST string, linummer: nat1)
1490
%GEEF LOCK-IN MET ADRES LINUMMER EEN BOODSCHAP
1500
%OPMERKING: M.B.V. ie3bus vrij WORDT AANGEGEVEN
1510
%WANNEER temp1 EN linlib BEZIG ZIJN MET DE GPIB BUS ZODAT
1520
%NIET BEIDE PROGRAMMAS DE BUS TEGELIJK PROBEREN AAN TE SPREKEN
BEGIN
1530
1540
WHILE NOT ie3bus vrijDOOD% WACHT TOT IEEE BUS VRIJ IS
1550
loek% ZORG DAT NIET GESTOORD WORDT BIJ TOEWIJZEN VARIABELE
1560
ie3bus_vrij := false% SEIN DAT linlib BEZIG IS MET GPIB

1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180

unloek% GEEF PROCESSOR WEER VRIJ VOOR PARALELLETAKEN
take control% GA IN BUSCOMMANDO MODE
put_lë3(unl)% HAAL ALLE LISTENERS VAN DE BUS
put_ie3(unt)% HAAL ALLE TALKERS VAN DE BUS
put_ie3(ehr(listen+linummer))% MAAK LOCK-IN LISTENER
talker% MAAK COMPUTER TALKER
go_to_standby% UIT BUSCOMMANDO MODE
put_str_ie3(eommstr)% ZEND BOODSCHAP OVER BUS
take control
put_lë3(unl)% LAAT LOCK-IN STOPPEN MET LISTENEN
loek
ie3bus_vrij := true% GEEF AAN DAT linlib KLAAR IS MET GPIB
unloek
END
PROCEDURE vraagpar_li(eommstr: CONST string,
paramstr: REF string, linum: nat1)
%GEEF LOCK-IN MET ADRES LINUM EEN VRAAG OM EEN PARAMETER
BEGIN
WHILE NOT ie3bus_vrij DOOD
loek
ie3bus_vrij := false% linlib IS BEZIG MET GPIB
unieek
take control% GA IN BUSCOMMANDO MODE
put_lë3(unl)% HAAL ALLE LISTENERS VAN DE BUS
put_ie3(unt)% HAAL ALLE TALKERS VAN DE BUS
put_ie3(ehr(listen+linum))% MAAK LOCK-IN LISTENER
talker% MAAK COMPUTER TALKER
go_to_standby% UIT BUSCOMMANDO MODE
put_str_ie3(eommstr)% ZEND BOODSCHAP OVER BUS
take control
put_lë3(unl)% LAAT LOCK-IN STOPPEN MET LISTENEN
put_ie3(ehr(talk+linum))% MAAK LOCK-IN TALKER
listener % MAAK COMPUTER LISTENER
go_to_standby
proteet
get_str_ie3(paramstr)% ONTVANG PARAMETER
unproteet
take control
put_lë3(unt)% LAAT LOCK-IN STOPPEN MET TALKEN
loek
ie3bus_vrij := true% linlib IS KLAAR MET GPIB
unieek
END
PROCEDURE zet fase(fase: real, linum: nat1)
%ZET DE FASE ÖP DE LOCK-IN MET ADRES LINUM
DECLARE
intfase, quadr: integer
bufferp: pipe(80)
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF ehar
BEGIN
% CONVERTEER NAAR QUADRANT EN POSITIEVE HOEK
IF fase< 0 THEN fase := 360+fase Fl
quadr := round(fase*1000) DIV 90000
intfase := round(fase*1000) MOD 90000
% STEL LOCK-IN COMMANDO SAMEN
writeln(bufferp, 'P ', quadr: 1, ',', intfase: 7)
readln(bufferp, opdrstr)
eommand_li(opdrstr, linum)% ZEND FASE NAAR LOCK-IN
END
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PROCEDURE lees_fase(linum: nat1): real
% LEES DE FASE UIT OP LOCK-IN MET ADRES LINUM
DECLARE
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF char
quadr, faseoffset real
fase: real
BEGIN
vraagpar_li('P', opdrstr, linum)% VRAAG FASE AAN LOCK-IN
str_to_2real(opdrstr, quadr, faseoffset)% MAAK REALS VAN STAl
fase:= quadr*90+faseoffset/1000% CONVERTEER NAAR POS. HOEK
RETURN fase
END
PROCEDURE zetopdisp(linum: nat1)
%ZET DE LOCK-IN MET ADRES LINUM OP DISPLAY VOLTAGE
BEGIN
command_li('D1 5', linum)% DISPLAY 1 OP "DISP"
command_li('D2 1', linum)% DISPLAY 2 OP "XV V"
END
PROCEDURE lees tc(linum: nat1): real
%LEES TIJDCONSTANTE OP LOCK-IN LINUM
DECLARE
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF char
code: int2
htc: real
BEGIN
vraagpar_li('TC'. opdrstr, linum)
code := round(str_to_real(opdrstr))
htc := float(code DIV 2-3)+1og(3)*float(code MOD 2)
htc := exp(htc*ln(10))
RETURN htc
END
PROCEDURE lees_sens(linum: nat1 ): real
% LEES SENSITIVITY OP LOCK-IN LINUM
DECLARE
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF char
code: int2
hsensv: real
BEGIN
vraagpar_li('SEN', opdrstr, linum)% LEES SENSITIVITY
%CONVERTEER SENSITIVITY CODE NAAR VOLTS
code := round(str_to_real(opdrstr))
hsensv := float(code DIV 2-7)+1og(3)*float(code MOD 2)
hsensv := exp(hsensv*ln(10))
RETURN hsensv
END
PROCEDURE lees_disp(d1, d2: REF real, sensfac: real, linum: nat1)
%LEES DISPLAY 1 EN 21N VOLTOP LOCK-IN LINUM
DECLARE
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF char
BEGIN
vraagpar_li('XY', opdrstr,linum)% VRAAG DISPLAY WAARDE OP
str_to_2real(opdrstr, d1, d2)% CONVERTEER NAAR REALS
d1 := d1/10000*sensfac% CONVERTEER NAAR VOLTS (SENSFAC IS
d2 := d2/10000*sensfac% DE SENSITIVITY (ZIE lees_sens))
END
PROCEDURE lees_isens(hgeeni: REF boolean, linum: nat1 ): real
% LEES STROOM-SENSITJVITY VAN LOCK-IN LINUM

2810
DECLARE
2820
opdrstr: ARRAY 20 OF char
exstatus: nat1
2830
hsensi: real
2840
BEGIN
2850
hgeeni := true hsensi := 0
2860
%GEEF TRUE IN GEENI ALS NIET IN STROOMMEETSTAND
2870
vraagpar_li('N', opdrstr, linum)% VRAAG STATUSBYTE LOCK-IN
2880
exstatus := round(str_to_real(opdrstr))
2890
IF (exstatus MOD 4 Dl V 2) = 1 THEN% BIT 1 IS 1E8 V/A
2900
2910
hsensi := 1e-8 hgeeni := false Fl
IF (exstatus MOD 8 Dl V 4) = 1 THEN% BIT 2 IS 1EG V/A
2920
hsensi := 1e-6 hgeeni := false Fl
2930
RETURN hsensi
2940
END
2950
2960
PROCEDURE lees_i(i1, i2: REF real, sensvfac, sensifac: real,
2970
linum: nat1)
2980
% LEES STROOM UIT (IN- EN UIT-FASE) OP LOCK-IN LINUM
2990
BEGIN
3000
lees disp(i1, i2, sensvfac,linum)% LEES DISPLAYS UIT
3010
i1 :=l1*sensifac% CONVERTEER NAAR AMPERES (I_INFASE)
3020
i2 := i2*sensifac% ZIE lees isens VOOR SENSIFAC
3030
END
3040
3050
3060 BEGIN
3070 ie3bus_vrij := true
3080 writeln
3090 writeln('LOCK-IN LIBRARY. JEROEN NIJS 11-1991')
3100 lil11 := 3% GPIB ADRES LOCK-IN 1
3110 li 2 := 12 % GPIB ADRES LOCK-IN 2
3120 li 3 := 0% NIET AANGESLOTEN
3130 aantal li := 2
3140 FOR 11 nummer IN Laantal liDO
3150
writeln('Lock-in ·• li_nummer: 2, · GPIB adres:', li[li_nummer]: 2
3160
command_li('DD 59',1i[li_nummer))% ZET SCHEIDINGSTÉKEN OP";"
3170 OD
3180 monitor% ZET LIBRARY IN ACHTERGROND
3190 END
1000 °/o*******************************************************************
1010 %PROGRAM fasamp
1020 °/o *******************************************************************
1030 %USES aks681, gksap 1, ie31ib, dvmlib, drslib, linlib, plati
1040 °/o ********"(,**********************************************************
1050 %DIT PROGRAMMA LEEST FASE EN AMPLITUDE VAN MAXIMAAL VIER ELECTRODE~,
1060 %DIT WORDT GEDAAN DOOR CONVERSIE VAN STROMEN, GEMETEN MET LOCK-IN
1070 %VERSTERKERS, OVERGESEIND VIA DE IEEE BUS.
1080 %Cx EN Gx WORDEN GRAFISCH WEERGEGEVEN TIJDENS EEN METING.
1090 %OM DIT PROGRAMMA TE KUNNEN RUNNEN DIENT HET TEMPERATUUR-

~ ~ ~g ~~T~~~.~~~~D§~.~.'?.c?.~~~.~~.{~~T.P.lL~.~~T~~T.X~3~~~'
1120 %LAATSTE VERANDERING: 10 MRT 1992, JEROEN NIJS
1130 °/o*******************************************************************
1140
1150 DECLARE
1160 pi= 3.1415927
1170 pix2 = 6.2831854
1180 heen=O
1190 terug= 1
1200 dac adres = 2560
1210
-

1220 kaal f: file
1230 el1 f: file
1240 el2-f: file
1250 el3-f: file
1260 aarïial_el, terugswp: nat1
1270 aantalswp, aantal: ARRAY 0 .. 1 OF nat2
1280 id el: ARRAY 1.. 6, 5 OF char
1290 filiïaam: ARRAY 0 ..6, 14 OF char
1300 commentaar: ARRAY 80 OF char
1310 datum: ARRAY 10 OF char
1320 b: ARRAY 0 .. 1, 0 .. 300 OF real
1330 iin, iuit, ex, gx, fase, ampl: ARRAY 1.. 6, 0 .. 300 OF real
1340 v_plaat, v_guard,
1350 he, r_temp, temp,
1360 b_stap, b_max, v_stap,
1370 gxmax, cxmax,
1380 v_magneet: real
1390 sens_v, sens_i, freq, omega, v_exc, tau, ref_fase: ARRAY 1.. 3 OF real
1400 cO, gO: ARRAY 1.. 6 OF real
1410 max_sample, samperpt: nat2
1420 runnr, start_tijd, sample_tijd: integer
1430 antwoord, antwoord 1: char
1440 geeni, grafisch, datasaved: boolean
1450 regelp: pipe(80)
1460
1470 PROCEDURE janeevraag: char
1480% •• WACHT OP 'J' OF 'N' VAN HET TOETSENBORD
1490 DECLARE janee: char
1500 BEGIN
1510 janee :=''
1520 WHILE (janee <> 'N') AND (janee <> 'J') DO
1530 readln(janee)
1540 IF janee = 'j' THEN janee := 'J' Fl
1550 IF Janee = 'n' THEN janee := 'N' Fl
1560 OD
1570 RETURN janee
1580 END
1590
1600 PROCEDURE leesint(ondergr, bovengr: integer): integer
1610% •• VRAAG INTEGER DIE BINNEN BEREIK LIGT
1620 DECLARE
1630 waarde: integer
1640 BEGIN
1650 LOOP
1660 readln(waarde)
1670 WHEN waarde>= ondergrAND waarde<= bovengr EXIT
1680 write('Waarde valt buiten bereik! Geef opnieuw:')
1690 OD
1700 RETURN waarde
1710 END
1720
1730 PROCEDURE leesreal(ondergr, bovengr: real): real
1740% •• VRAAG REAL DIE BINNEN BEREIK LIGT
1750 DECLARE
1760 waarde: real
1770 BEGIN
1780 LOOP
1790 readln(waarde)
1800 WHEN (waarde>= ondergr) AND (waarde<= bovengr) EXIT
1810 writeln('Waarde valt buiten bereik! Geef opnieuw:')
1820 OD
1830 RETURN waarde

1840 END
1850
1860 PROCEDURE naar_file(file num: nat1)
1870% •• SCHRIJFT DE INHOUD VAN DE PIPE regelp NAAR FILENUMMER file_num
1880 DECLARE
1890 regelbuf: ARRAY 80 OF char
1900 BEGIN
1910 readln(regelp, regelbuf)% LEES PIPE UIT
1920 IF file num = 1 THEN
1930 writein(el1_f, regelbuf)
1940 ELSIF file num = 2 THEN
1950 writeln(el2_f, regelbuf)
1960 ELSIF file num = 3 THEN
1970 writeln(el3_f, regelbuf)
1980 Fl
1990 END
2000
2010 PROCEDURE lees constanten
2020% **LEES ELECTÄÖDENAMEN EN BIJBEHORENDE CO ENGO's
2030 BEGIN
2040 els
2050 writeln('MEETPROGRAMMA VOOR 2DEG OP VLOEIBAAR HELIUM.')
2060 writeln
2070 writeln('Deze versie geeft de Cx en Gx grafisch weer.')
2080 writeln;
2090 write('Met hoeveel electroden wilt u meten')
2100 write(' (maximaal', aantal_li*2: 2, ') ?')
2110 aantal_el:= leesint(1, aantal_li*2)
2120 %BEPAAL AANTAL ELECTRODEN OP HEEN- EN TERUGSWEEP
2130 IF aantal_el> aantal_li THEN terugswp := 1 ELSE terugswp := 0 Fl
2140 IF terugswp = 0 THEN aantalswp[neen] :=aantal_el
2150 aantalswp[terur) := 0
2160 ELSE aantalswp heen]:= aantal_li
2170 aantalswp[terug := aantal_el-aantal_li Fl
.
2180 writeln('Geef elke electrode een naam (max. 51etters, biJV "V1")')
2190 writeln('en geef daarna de CO en GO.')
2200 FOR id el num IN 1.. aantal el DO
2210 write('Ëiectrode ', id_el_nuriï: 2, '= ')
2220 readln(id_el(id el_num])
2230 write('CO (in fF):'); reaclln(cO[id el_num))
2240 cO[id_el_num] := cO(id_el_numT*1e-15
2250 wnte('GO (in pS):'); readln(gO(id_el_num))
2260 gO(id_el_num] := gO[id_el_num)*1e-12
2270 OD
2280 v_plaat := -10; v_guard := -15
2290 samperpt := 10
2300 END
2310
2320 PROCEDURE lees_instellingen(richt: nat1)
2330% •• LEES INSTELLINGEN VAN LOCK-INS
2340 DECLARE
2350 uitleesstr: ARRAY 20 OF eh ar
2360 hfse: real
2370 hlin: nat1
2380 BEGIN
2390 antwoord:=''
2400 WHILE antwoord<> 'N' DO
2410 writeln('Status van loek-ins wordt uitgelezen .. .')
2420 FOR li_nummer IN 1.. aantalswp(richt] DO %LEES LOCK-IN INSTELLINGEN UIT
2430 sens~v(li_nummer] := lees_sens(li(li_nummer])% VOLTAGE SENS
2440 geem := true
2450 WHILE geeni DO

2460 sens_i[li_nummer} := lees_isens(geeni, li[li_nummer))% I SENS
2470 IF geeni THEN wnte('Zet lock-in ', li_nummer: 2,' op stroommeten.'
2480 readln Fl
2490 OD
2500 tau(li_nummer] := lees_tc(li[li_nummer))% TIJDCONSTANTE
2510 vraagpar_li('OA', uitleesstr, li[li_nummer))
2520 v_excfli_nummerj := str_to real(uitleesstr)
2530 v_exc li_nummer := v_exc"{ii_nummer]/1000% EXCITATIE SPANNING
2540 vraagpar_li('FRQ', uitleesstr, li[li_nummer))
2550 freqffi_nummerj := str_to_real(uitleesstr)
2560 freq li_nummer := freq[li_nummer]/1e3% AEF FREQUENTIE
2570 omega[li nummer] := pix2*freq[li_nummer]
2580 ref_fase(TI_nummer] := lees_fase(li[li_nummer))
2590 OD
2600 els
2610 writeln('1 PLAATSPANNING=', v_plaat: 10,' V')
2620 writeln('2 GUARDSPANNING = ', v_guard: 10, ·V')
2630 FOR li_nummer IN 1.. aantalswp[richt] DO
2640 writeln; writeln('LOCK-IN ', li_nummer: 2, ':')
2650 writeln('3 V-SENS = ', sens_v(li_nummer]: 10, 'V')
2660 writeln('41-SENS = ', sens_i[li_nummer]: 10, ·A/V')
2670 writeln('5 t CONST = ', tau[li_nummer]: 10, · s')
2680 writeln('6 V exc = ', v_exc[li_nummer]: 10: 3, ·V')
2690 writeln('7 REF FAO=', freq[li_nummer]: 11, · Hz')
2700 writeln('8 REF FASE=', ref_fase(li_nummer]: 11, 'deg')
2710 OD
2720 writeln; writeln('9 SAMPLES=', samperpt: 5, 'per meetpunt')
2730 write('Wilt u deze instellingen veranderen (j/n) ?')
2740 antwoord:= janeevraag
2750 IF antwoord = 'J' THEN
2760 LOOP
2770 write('Geef het nummer van de grootheid die u wilt')
2780 write(' veranderen (S =stoppen) :')
2790 readln(antwoord)
2800 IF antwoord = '1' THEN
2810 write('Geef plaatspanning:'); v_plaat := leesreal(-30, 0)
2820 ELSI~ antwoord = '2' THEN
2830 write('Geef guardspanning: '); v_guard := leesreal(-40, 0)
2840 ELSIF antwoord = '3' THEN
2850 write('Verander sensitivity en geef ENTER'); readln
2860 ELSI~ antwoord = '4' THEN
2870 write('Verander stroom sensitivity en geef ENTER'); readln
2880 ELSI~ antwoord = '5' THEN
2890 write('Verander tijdconstante en geef ENTER'); readln
2900 ELSIF antwoord = '6' THEN
2910 write('Verander excitatie spanning en geef ENTER');
2920 readln
2930 ELSIF antwoord = '7' THEN
2940 write('Verander frequentie en geef ENTER'); readln
2950 ELSI~ antwoord = '8' THEN
2960 write('Geef fase (0-360 graden):'); hfse := leesreai(O, 360)
2970 write('Geef lock-in nummer:'); hlin := leesint(1, aantal_li)
2980 zet_fase(hfse, li[hlin))
2990 ELSIF antwoord = '9' THEN
3000 write('Geef aantal samples per punt:')
3010 samperpt := leesint(O, 32000)
3020 Fl
3030 WHEN (antwoord= 's') OR (antwoord = 'S') EXIT
3040 OD
3050 Fl
3060 OD
3070 END

3080
3090 PROCEDURE check_magneetvoeding
3100% **CONTROLEER OF MAGNEETVOEDING GOED STAAT INGESTELD
3110BEGIN
3120 els
3130 writeln; writeln; writeln; writeln
3140 writeln('WAARSCHUWING !!!'); writeln
3150 writeln
3160 writeln('- Controleer of de stroomdraden geen contact')
3170 writeln(' met de cryostaat maken.')
3180 writeln('- Controleer of de heater aanstaat')
3190 writeln('- Controleer of de sweepsnelheid ingesteld staat op 1k')
3200 writeln('- Controleer of de "max"-knop op 40 ampere staat')
3210 writeln('- Controleer of de "%-max"-knop op 87% staat')
3220 writeln('- Controleer of de "PROG" -knop aanstaat')
3230 write('Geef daarna ENTER.')
3240 %DE VELD/STROOM VERHOUDING VAN DE MAGNEET IS 0.1339 T/A
3250 readln
3260 END
3270
3280 PROCEDURE lees_filenamen(richt: nat1)
3290% **VRAAG FILENAMEN OM DATA IN OP TE SLAAN
3300% EN VRAAG AANTAL PARAMETERS (MAX. MAGNEETVELD, STAPGROOTTE)
3310 DECLARE
3320 enum: nat1
3330 BEGIN
3340 els
3350 IF richt= heen THEN
3360 write('Geef filenaam voor kale meetdata')
3370 scan_filename('D'); filename(0 .. 2] := 'VLT'
3380 enter_file(kaal_f, filename, 0)
3390 filnaam(O] := filename
3400 writeln(kaal_f, 'FILE:', filnaam(O])
3410 Fl
3420 writeln
3430 IF richt= heen THEN writeln('Heensweep:')
3440 ELSE writeln('Terugsweep:'l Fl
3450 FOA el_num IN 1.. aantalswp richt] DO
3460 enum := el num+richt*aantal li
3470 write('Geeffilenaam voor', id-=_el[enum], 'metingen')
3480 scan_filename('D'); filename(0 .. 2) := 'VlT'
3490 IF el_num = 1 THEN enter_file(el1_f, filename, 0)
3500 ELSIF el_num = 2 THEN enter_file(el2_f, filename, 0)
3510 ELSIF el_num = 3 THEN enter_file(el3_f, filename, 0)
3520 Fl
3530 filnaam(enum] := filename
3540 writeln(regelp, 'FILE:', filnaam[enum))
3550 naar_file(el_num)
3560 OD
3570 IF richt= heen THEN
3580 write('Datum (DD-MM-JJ) ?'); readln(datum)
3590 write('Geef runnummer:'); readln(runnr)
3600 write('Geef de hoogte van het vloeibaar He in mm:')
3610 he:= leesreai(O, 3)
3620 write('Geef de temperatuur in kOhm:'); r_temp := leesreai(0.25, 100)
3630 temp := exp( -1.38752*1n((ln(r_temp*1 E+3)-5.0993)/(8.8179)))
3640 write('Geef maximale magneetveld in tesla:'); b max := leesreai(O, 5)
3650 write('Geef stapgrootte van het magneetveld:');3660 b_stap := leesreai(O, b_max)
3670 write('Wilt u electrenen sproeien ? (jin)'); antwoord := janeevraag
3680 %GEEF GRAFISCHE REPRESENTATIE VAN LOCK-IN WAARDEN (LIBRARY plotij
3690 WHILE antwoord= 'J' DO

3700 writeln('Zo meteen wordt de in- en uitfase stroom van lock-in 1')
3710 writeln('op het scherm geplot als functie van de tijd.')
3720 writeln('Druk tijdens het plotten ENTER om te stoppen met plotten.')
3730 write('Geef nu ENTER om het plotten te starten.'); readln
3740 writeln('Even geduld .. '); start(plotis); readln
3750 abort(plotis); deactivate_workstation(vt240) draw reset_tek
3760 loek; ie3bus_vrij := true; unlock
3770 els
3780 write('Wilt u nog een keer sproeien üfn) ?')
3790 antwoord:= janeevraag
3800 OD
3810 Fl
3820 END
3830
3840 PROCEDURE teken cx_gx(swpnum, snum: nat2)
3850% PLOT Cx EN Gx ÄLS FUNCTIE VAN MAGNEËTVELD
3860 DECLARE
3870 enum: nat1
3880 opnieuw: boolean
3890 BEGIN
3900 % CONTROLEER EERST OF OPSCHALEN NODIG IS
3910 IF snum = 2 THEN opnieuw:= true ELSE opnieuw:= false Fl
3920 FOR el_num IN 1.. aantalswp[swpnum) DO
3930 enum := swpnum*aantal_li+el_num
3940 IF abs(gx[enum, snum)) > gxmax
3950 THEN gxmax := abs(gx[enum, snum)*2); opnieuw := true Fl
3960 IF abs(cx[enum, snum)) > cxmax
3970 THEN cxmax := abs(cx[enum, snum)*2); opnieuw := true Fl
3980 OD
3990 IF snum > 1 THEN
4000 %ZO JA, TEKEN DAN DE HELE GRAFIEK OPNIEUW
4010 IF opnieuw THEN
4020 select_normalization_transformation(1)
4030 set_character_height(0.02)
4040 text(0.65, 0.5, 'Bezig met opschalen .. .') draw reset_tek
4050 clear_workstation(vt240, always)
4060 frame(O, b_max, -gxmax, gxmax, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 'B', 'Gx', 2)
4070 FOR el_num IN 1.. aantalswp[swpnum] DO
4080 enum := swpnum*aantal_li+el_num
4090 polyline(snum+ 1, b[swpnum], gx[enum))% TEKEN Gx PUNTEN
4100 OD
4110 frame(O, b_max, -cxmax, cxmax, 0.5, 1, 0, 1, 'B', ·ex·, 3)
4120 FOR el_num IN 1.. aantalswp[swpnum) DO
4130 enum := swpnum*aantal_li+el_num
4140 polyline(snum+ 1, b[swpnum], cx[enum)) %Cx PUNTEN
4150 OD
4160 %ZO NEE, TEKEN ALLEEN HET LAATSTE PUNT
4170 ELSE
4180 FOR el_num IN 1.. aantalswp[swpnum] DO
4190 enum := swpnum*aantal_li+el_num
4200 select_normalization_transformation(2)
4210 move_to(b[swpnum, snum-1], gx[enum, snum-1))
4220 line_to(b[swpnum, snum), gx[enum, snum))
4230 select_normalization_transformation(3)
4240 move_to(b[swpnum, snum-1 cx[enum, snum-1))
4250 line_to(b[swpnum, snum). ex enum, snum))
4260 OD
4270 Fl
4280 draw
4290 reset tek
4300 Fl
4310 END

!·

4320
4330 PROCEDURE schrijf_data( nummer: nat1)
4340% SCHRIJF DE DATA NAAR BETREFFENDE FILES
4350 DECLARE
4360 enum: nat1
4370 kw, okw, twp: ARRAY 1..6 OF int1
4380 BEGIN %EERST DE KALE MEETDATA, BEGIN MET DE HEADER
4390 writeln('De data wordt naar disk geschreven .. .')
4400 writeln('Kale meetdata .. .')
4410 IF nummer= heen THEN
4420 writeln(kaal_f, 'DATUM
=',datum);
4430 writeln(kaal_f, 'RUNNUMMER
= ', runnr: 10)
=',he: 10, 'mm')
4440 writeln(kaal I, 'HE-NIVEAU
4450 writeln(kaaCf. 'PLAATSPANNING = ', v_plaat: 10, 'VOLT')
4460 writeln(kaal I, 'GUARDSPANNING = ', v_guard: 10, 'VOLT')
4470 writeln(kaaCf, 'MAX. MAGNEETVELD = ', b_max: 10, 'TESLA')
4480 writeln(kaal_f, 'STAP MAGNEETVELD = ', b_stap: 10,' TESLA')
4490 writeln(kaal_f, 'TEMPERATUUR
=',temp: 10,' KELVIN')
4500 writeln(kaal_f, 'SAMPLES PER PUNT = ', samperpt: 5)
451 0 FOR el num IN 1.. aantal el DO
4520 writeln(kaal_f, 'CO ELECTRODE', el_num: 2, '= ', cO[el num],' F')
4530 writeln(kaal_f, 'GO ELECTRODE ', el_num: 2,' = ', gO[e(num), 'S')
4540 OD
4550 Fl
4560 writeln(kaal_f)
4570 IF nummer= heen THEN writeln(kaal_f, 'HEENSWEEP:')
4580 ELSE writeln(kaal_f, 'TERUGSWEEP:') Fl
4590 FOR li_nummer IN 1.. aantalswp[nummer) DO
4600 writeln(kaal_f, 'LOCK-IN ', li_nummer: 2,' INSTELLINGEN:')
4610 writeln(kaal_f, 'V SENS =',sens v[li_nummer): 10,' V')
4620 writeln(kaal_f, 'I SENS = ', sens_1tli_nummer]: 10, 'A/V')
4630 writeln(kaal_f, 'TIJD CONS = ', taulfi_nummerj: 10, 'SEC')
4640 writeln(kaal_f, ·v EXC = ', v_exc[li_nummer: 10, 'VOLT')
4650 writeln(kaal_f, 'REF FREQ = ', freq[h_nummer]: 11,' Hz')
4660 writeln(kaal_f, 'REF FASE = ', ref_fase[li_nummer): 11, 'deg')
4670 OD
4680 %SCHRIJF DE KALE MEETDATA WEG
4690 writeln(kaal_f); writeln(kaal_f);
4700 write(kaal I,' B(T)
lin(A)
luit(A)')
Gx(S)
Cx(F)')
4710 writeln(kaal I,·
4720 write(kaal_f.'-----·--··-···-····------------···-------------·')
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4750
4760
4770
4780
4 790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890
4900
4910
4920
4930

enum := nummer*aantal li
writeln(kaal_f, 'ELECTRÖDE ', (el_num+enum): 2,' (',
id el[el num+enum), ')')
wriïeln(käal_f, '*'); %GËËF BEGIN VAN NUMERIEKE DATA AAN
FOR j. IN O.. aantal[nummer) DO
write n(kaal_f, 'D', b[nummer, j). '', iin[el_num+enum, j], '',
iuit[el_num+enum,
gx[el_num+enum, j], · ·,
cx[el_num+enum, j )
OD
writeln(kaal_f, '*');%GEEF EINDE NUMERIEKE DATA AAN
OD
writeln('Fase en amplitude .. .')
%SCHRIJF FASE EN AMPLITUDE WEG VOOR ELKE ELECTRODE APART
FOR el_num IN 1.. 6 DO okw[el_num) := 1; twp[el_num] := 0 OD
FOR el num IN 1..aantalswp[nummer] DO
enum ~ nummer*aantal li+el num
writeln(regelp, id_el[enum], 'metingen')
naar file(el num)
writeTn(regëfp, 'DATUM=·, datum)

jl· · ',

4940 naar_file(el_num)
4950 writeln(regelp, 'RUNNUMMER = ', runnr)
4960 naar_file(el_num)
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4990
5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270
5280
5290
5300
5310
5320
5330
5340
5350
5360
5370
5380
5390
5400
5410
5420
5430
5440
5450
5460
5470
5480
5490
5500
5510
5520
5530
5540
5550

writeln(regelp, ' B(T)
FASE
AMPL')
naar_file(el_num)
writeln(regelp, '*'); naar_file(el_num)
FOR j IN O.. aantal[nummer] DO
ampl[enum, j) := sqrt((omega[el_num)*cx[enum, j))**2
+gx[enum, j)**2)
%BEPAAL KWADRANT
IF (cx[enum, j) > 0) AND (gx[enum, j) >= 0)
THEN kw[enum] := 1
ELSIF (cx~enum, j] <= 0) AND (gx[enum, j) > 0)
THEN kw enum) := 2
ELSIF (ex enum, j) < 0) AND (gx[enum, j) <= 0)
THEN kw~enum] := 3
ELSIF (ex enum, j) >= 0) AND (gx[enum, j) < 0)
THEN kw enum] := 4
Fl
%ALS FASE VAN KWADR.1 NAAR 4 OF OMGEKEERD DAN 2*PI ERBIJ OF ERAF
IF (kw(enum] = 1) AND (okw[enum] = 4) THEN twp[enum] +:= 1 Fl
IF (kw[enuml = 4) AND (okw[enum] = 1) THEN twp[enum]-:= 1 Fl
%BEPAAL F=ASE
IF kw[enum] = 1 THEN fase(enum, j) :=
arctan(abs(~x[enum, j]/(omega[el_num]*cx[enum, j])))
+twp[enum] p1x2
ELSI~ kw[enum] = 2 THEN fase[enum, j] :=
arctan(abs(omega(el_num]*cx[enum, j]lgx[enum, j]))
+pi/2+twp[enumj*pix2
ELSIF kw[enum] = 3 THEN fase[enum, j"l :=
arctan(abs(gx[enum, j]l(omega[el_num *cx[enum, j])))
+Pi+twp[enum]*pix2
ELSIF kw[enum] = 4 THEN fase(enum, j) :=
arctan(abs(omegafel~num]*cx[enum, j]lgx[enum, j]))
+ 1.5*p1+twp[enum *plx2
Fl
okw[enum] := kw[enum]
writeln(regelp, 'D', b(nummer, j), '', fase[enum, j), · ',
ampl[enum, j))
naar_file(el_num)

00
writeln(regelp, '*'); naar_file(el_num)

00
close_file(el1_f)
close_file(el2_f)
close file(el3 f)
% EVE:NTUE"EL COMMENTAAR WORDT AAN DE KALE MEETDATA TOEGEVOEGD
IF nummer= terugswp THEN
ds
ON any_fault DURING
write('Wilt u nog commentaar aan de kale meetdata toevoegen üfn) ?')
antwoord:= janeevraag
IF antwoord = 'J' THEN
writeln('Type commentaar in. Als u klaar bent geef dan')
writeln('CONTROL-C na de ENTER van de laatst ingetypte regel.')
writeln; write('>')
writeln(kaal_f) writeln(kaal_f, 'COMMENTAAR:')
LOOP
readln(commentaar)
writeln(kaal_f, commentaar)

5560
00
5570 Fl
5580 close_file(kaal_f);
5590 DO
5600 writeln('<'); writeln('Commentaar afgebroken')
5610 close_file(kaal_f);
5620 00
5630 Fl
5640 END
5650
5660 PROCEDURE meting_in_magneetveld(nummer: nat1)
5670% ** HET EIGENLIJKE MEETPROGRAMMA
5680 DECLARE
5690 iinh, iuith, tiinh, tiuith: real
5700 enum: nat1
5710 litoets: ARRAY 20 OF char
5720 BEGIN
5730 cxmax := sens_v~~·sens_i(1)/(omega[1]*v_exc(1])
5740 gxmax := sens_v 1 *sens_i(1)/v_exc[1)
5750 ON any_fault OU NG
5760 max_sample := round((b_max/b_stap))
5770 IF nummer= heen THEN
5780 write('Siuit de electredes van de heensweep aan.'); readln
5790 write('Geef ENTER om de heensweep te beginnen'); readln
5800 v_magneet := -b_stap*2.23
5810 v_stap := b_stap*2.23% 1 tesla= 4.46 volt
5820 Fl
5830 IF nummer= terug THEN
5840 write('Siuit de electredes van de terugsweep aan.'); readln
5850 writeln('Geef ENTER om de terugsweep te beginnen'); readln;
5860 v_magneet := v_magneet+v_stap
5870 v_stap := -v_stap
5880 Fl
5890 activate workstation(vt240)
5900 set_window(1, 0, 1, 0, 1)
5910 set_viewport(1, 0, 1, 0, 1)
5920 clear_workstation(vt240, always)
5930 grafisch := true
5940 FOR sample IN O.. max_sample DO
5950 v_magneet := v_magneet+v_stap
5960 IF v_magneet < 0 THEN v_magneet := 0 Fl
5970 zet spanning(dac adres+3, v magneet) % DRAAl MAGNEETVELD OP
5980 delay(round(b stap*2150)) %\NACHT TOT MAGNEETVOEDING KLAAR IS
5990 delay(round(täû[1))*5000) %WACHT TOT LOCK-IN STABIEL IS
6000 b[nummer, sample) := v maf:neet/2.23
6010 FOR li_num IN 1.. aantafswp nummer] DO
6020 enum :=nummer*aantal li+ i num
6030 %KIJK OF SENSITIVITY OPLOCK-IN VERANDERD IS (MET DE HAND)
6040 vraagpar_li('KP', litoets, li[li num))% KIJK OF TOETS GEDRUKT IS
6050 IF litoets[1) = '1' THEN % tö JA, LEES SENSITIVITY UIT
6060
sens_v,li_num] :=lees sens(li[li_numj)
6070
sens_i[ i_num] := lees_]sens(geeni, li[ 1_num))
6080 Fl
6090 tiinh := 0; tiuith := 0
6100 %LEES LOCK-IN samperpt MAAL UIT
6110 FOR gemill N 1.. samperpt DO
6120
lees_i(iinh, iuith, sens_v(li_num), sens_i[li_num], li[li_num))
6130
tiinh +:= iinh; tiuith +:= iuith
6140 00
6150 iin[enum, sample):= tiinh/samperpt
6160 iuit[enum, sample):= tiuith/samperpt
6170 gx[enum, sample]:= iin[enum, sample)/v_exc[li_num]-gO[enum]

6180 cxlenum, samplej := iuit[enum, sample)/(omega[li_num]*v_exc[li_num]
6190 ex enum, sample -:= cO[enum]
6200 OD
6210 aantal[nummer] :=sample
6220 teken_cx_gx(nummer, sample) %PLOT MEETPUNT
6230 OD
6240 deactivate_workstation(vt240); draw
6250 grafisch := false
6260 DO% FOUT ONDERSCHEPPING
6270 IF grafisch THEN %HAAL TERMINAL UIT GRAFISCHE MODE
6280 reset_tek; deactivate_workstation(vt240); draw
6290 Fl
6300 writeln
6310 writeln('ER IS ERGENS EEN FOUT OPGETREDEN!!!')
6320 writeln('DE MAGNEET VOEDING WORDT OP 0 A MP ERE GEZET!!!')
6330 writeln('ZET SWEEPSNELHEID OP 3K EN GEEF ENTER!!!'); readln
6340 zet_spanning(dac_adres+3, 0)
6350 writeln('DATA WORDT NAAR DISK GESCHREVEN .. .')
6360 schrijf_data(nummer)
6370 show_ec(myself)
6380 quit
6390 OD
6400 END
6410
6420% BEGIN HOOFDPROGRAMMA
6430 BEGIN
6440 antwoord1 := 'J'
6450 WHILE antwoord1 = 'J' DO
6460 lees constanten
6470 cheëk_magneetvoeding
6480 FOR richting IN heen .. terugswp DO
6490 lees_instellingen(richting)
6500 lees_filenamen(richting)
6510 meting_in_magneetveld(richting)
6520 datasaved := false
6530 WHILE NOT datasaved DO
6540 ON any fault DURING
schrijf_data(richting)
6550
6560
datasaved := true
6570 DO% GEEF AAN DAT DATA NOG NIET GESAVED IS
6580 writeln('Fout tijdens schrijven, wordt opnieuw geprobeerd ..')
6590 datasaved := false
6600 lookup_file(kaal_f, filnaam[O))
6610 lookup_file(el1_f, filnaam[aantal_li*richting+ 11)
6620 lookup_file(el2_f, filnaamlaantal_li*richting+2 )
6630 lookup_file(el3_f, tilnaam aantal_li*richting+3 )
6640 OD
6650 OD
6660 OD
6670 writeln('Lock-in 1:');
6680 writeln('Voor: ', iin[1, 1).' ', iuit[1, 1))
6690 writeln('Na : ', iin[aantal_li+ 1, max sample), · ·,
6700 iuit[aantal_li+ 1, max_sample))
6710 write('Wilt u nog een keer meten ? (j/n)'); antwoord1 := janeevraag
6720 zet_spanning(dac_adres+3, 0)
6730 OD
6740 END
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